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Author/copyright: Pascal Grouselle. Last updated: 10/07/2017 - 508 entries Randomly from the dictionary: lipsa (plur: mapsa) means twin. Download this Webmaster Dictionary: This dictionary on your All Freelang Dictionaries page for best results: This site specializes in translating from lingala to French, but if you are
looking for a translation from French to lingala, check out the freetext option and it will also look in descriptions and examples. I hope your French word will be in or the sentence will already be in the examples. You increase your chances by placing your French words in the infinitive and singular for the freetext option.
The database contains accents, but recognition ignores accents, so don't rely on it try the singular if the plural is not found (I'm working on it, but not all words already have a plural defined in the database) Glue the plural prefixes and conjugations as it should (nalings, kotanga, bazaars, bandeko, bakiti,... no nako zonga)
Numbers, even large, will be translated into lingala Feel good to report bugs and send suggestions or questions by email to dic@lingala.be. Do not hesitate. opinions are welcome. Good visit, good looking interesting videos: lingala easy 2018 lingala easy 2019 Lingala is a language spoken mainly in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (Kinshasa) and Congo (Brazzaville). In these countries Lingala, which has the status of a national language, is widely used in the media, the army, official speeches, but also in the popular song. There are about thirty million speakers, this is the most important language of the vehicle in Central Africa.
The Freelang dictionary (for Windows or Android) allows you to browse lingala-French and French-Lingala lists. You can search for a word, add your own translations, edit or delete existing posts, and learn vocabulary from your personal training lists. For more information, see the list of features or go directly to the
download below. An online version is also available so that you can query the dictionary without having to download it. Download the Freelang dictionary for Android! Browse word lists, search for translations, and review your vocabulary at your own pace. An online version is also available so that you can query the
dictionary without having to download it. Word list This dictionary is the work of Pascal Grouselle. Thanks also to Jean-Luc Ramel for the basic lexicon. Status of this list: © Pascal Grouselle Lingala &gt; French: 508 French words &gt; Lingala: 659 words Last updated: 21 March 2014 Online: 25 November 2001 To learn
more about we invite you to visit First Words in Lingala, the website of the author of the dictionary, Pascal Grouselle. This site proposes to collect ressources on lingala, this site proposes to gather ressources on lingala, language spoken in DR Congo and Congo-Brazzaville: documents on language, vocabulary lists,
activities , texts and dialogues, presented by themes (greetings, the human body, etc.), fundamental notions of pronunciation and grammar, and an online version of Pascal Grouselle's dictionary. This site is based on sharing and exchanging, your contributions will be welcome! We also recommend this lingala course
with 49 lessons with exercises and audio files. Lingala Congo-Brazzaville Congo-Kinshasa Dictionary Languages of Africa &gt; Bantu &gt; Lingala Lingala Lingala write a word - choose a dictionary: - French dictionary-lingala-sango [PDF] by Musanji Ngalasso-Mwatha (1 20 13) - Ska-era: Lingala-French dictionary - First
words in Lingala: Lingala: English-French dictionary Pascal Grouselle - Franco-lingal dictionary - Lingala.be: Lingala-French dictionary - Lingala-English dictionary: Lingala-English dictionary, Felix Divuilu (2005) - Master: Lingala phrases with French translation - Fr. ludotic: Lingala-French common expressions - Lingala
grammar and vocabulary or upper Congo language , Égide De Boeck (1904) - Notes of lingala or upper river language, vocabulary and practical phrases, Égide De Boeck (1904) - Expression of joy and fear in Lingali and English, Régine Alende, Memory (2000) → lingala keyboard for writing lingala special characters -
lingala and diacritics - Pascal Grouselle: grammar, pronunciation (audio) - Learn lingala : Lingala course, Jacques Luc - Lingal's polyelectic grammar and its theoretical implications , Eyamba Bokamba, annual conference on African linguistics (2012) - Lingala Basic Course, Institute of Foreign Service (1963) - Grundkurs
Lingala: lingala course, Nico Nassenstein (2010) (German) - Toz-yékola Lingala: eine Einf-hrung in die aktuelle Sprache von Kinshasa (2011) - Directionality in Lingala by Nico Nassenstein (2012) - Tokoyekola lingala (Learn Lingala) : lingali grammar, brothers Saint-Gabriel (1937) - studies at lingala, Philippe
Nzoimbengene - Le linga in Congo-Kinshasa : socio-linguistic profile, Congo-Africa: Economy, Culture, Social Life (2013) - Linga from yesterday to today: bantustity and geography (2013): I - II (Meanders of history) - Expression eb-ng (then, and then) in linga: from the saying to the pragmatic liaison (2014) - Markers of
discourse in lingla : semantic and pragmatic study based on the corps of lingili from oral kinshasa, thesis (2016) - research on lingala, by Bienven Sene Mongab - Lingala in teaching science schools in Kinshasa, and socio-metropolitan, Thesis (2013) - Lingal-Kiswahili Border in northeastern Congo, its origins in the
Belgian colonial formation at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, by Michael Meeuwis, in Africana linguistica (2006) - Unsitual functions of demonstrative noun phrases in Lingala by Michael Meeuwis - Koenra Stroadeken, in Pragmatism (2012) - The emergence of Langila in Kinshasa (slang based on lingala) by Nico



Nassenstein, in the language practices of young people in Africa and beyond (2015) - Directionality in Lingala by Nic o Nassenstein, towards grammar and discourse (2012) Lingala is a Bantu language (such as Sahili) spoken in Congo (Brazzaville - Kinshasa) Pronunciation does not pose any particular problems, except
for the toning accent, the position of which varies - u is pronounced [or] and e in general [e] - letters c , h, j, q, r, x do not exist. - Biblafrique: hymns in Lingala (plus scores) - Congolese literature written in lingila by Bienvenu Sene Mongaba (2011) - Songs and proverbs Lingalas: bilingual-French lyrics (1993) - Popular
brazzaville songs, a woman is the dream of a resident of the city, augustin-Marie Milandou, in the Journal of Anthropologists (1995) Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights Bato nyonso na mbotama bazali nsomi pe bakokani na limemya pe makoki. Bazali na mayele pe basengeli kofanda na bondeko okati
na bango. → the first article in several languages → the Declaration of Human Rights: bilingual text of Lingal, Swathili, French - other languages A few words lingala los-ko! Hello! I'm good at it! Good morning, good evening! bute el-mu! Good night! Sengo nuni? How are you? Malmu! Meles! Thank you! botondi variant
(we recognize the influence of the French term, cf. erte, door) palad! You are welcome! I understand nayakité I do not understand aunt papa mom mom mom moasi woman kitoko beautiful friend libonza gift mok-nda email (email) it's nicer to send a mok-nda! zoba idiot drank-drank piment kipekapeka butterfly zibolateur
corkscrew monoko mouth likata penis Congo → Congo: the history of the Congo River region → Congo-Brazzaville (former French Congo, north): maps - documents → → African languages → Bantu → Swahili languages: language related to the lingala → Babel forum: studies - research on languages from here -
elsewhere to prep. I live in Kinshasa. In: Navandaka na Kinshasa. bee n. feb. nzoi n. birth v. intr. -Bot v. intr. Lisa gave birth. In: Lisa aboti. welcome v. tr. -yamba v. tr. buy v. tr. -somba v. tr. I bought fish on the market. In: Nasombi mbisi na zando. case n. fem. likambo, plural: makambo n. This is not your
business/problem. In: Likambo na yo te. Africa No. February Afrika n. I live in Africa. In: Navandaka na Afrika. help v. tr. -salisa v. caus. Desiree helped Veronique set the table. : asalisi Veronique kosala mesa. needle n. feb. ntonga n. coll. love v. tr. -linga v. tr. I love you. In: Nalingi yo. senior n. masc. nkulutu, plural:
banklutu n. He's my older brother. In: Azali nkulutu na ngai. so adv. boye adv. Do it/like it. In: Sala boye. air n. masc. mompepe - mopepe, plural: mimpepe - mipepe n. aller v. intr. -kende v. intr. Where are you going? In Okei Wapi? go (s'en) v. pron. -longoa -longwa v. intr. Get out of here! In: Longwa! fetch v. tr. -zwa v. tr.
A little water. In: Zwa May. light v. tr. -pelisa v. caus. Turn on the lamp. In: Pelisa mwinda. lithium (being) v. intr. -pela v. intr. The lamp is on. In: Mwinda epeli. ami n. masc. moninga, plural: baninga n. n. masc. , year n. February. mobu, plural: mibu n. new year: mobu y peeing He is ten years old. In: Azali na mibu 10.
pineapple n. masc. pineapple, plural: bananasi n. animal n. masc. niama n. coll. A lion is an animal. In: Nkosi ezali niama. call v. tr. -benga v. tr. Dad is there. Call. In: Dad azali na libanda. Benga ye. Call me tomorrow (by phone). In: Benga ngai lobi. in the afternoon of Feb. I'll come this afternoon: Nakoya on mpokwa.
peanuts n. fem. nguba n. coll. tree n. masc. nzete n. coll. ridge n. fem. mokua - mokwa, plural: mikua - mikwa n. silver n. masc. mbongo n. coll. He has a lot of money. In: Azali na mbongo mingi. stop v. tr. 1) [stop] -tika v. tr. Stop arguing. In: Botika koswana. 2) [stop] -kanga v. tr. We arrested the thief. In: Bakangi moyibi.
sit v. tr. -vandisa -fandisa v. caus. Mom sat the baby in a chair. In: Mama avandisi mwana na kiti. sit (s') v. pron. -vanda -fanda v. intr. Sit here. In: Vanda awa. meeting (being) v. intr. -vanda -fanda v. intr. Where does she sit? In: Avandi wapi? n. Feb. sleigh, plural: basani n. wait v. tr. -zela -zila v. tr. Wait! In: Zela! note (to)
v. intr. -keba v. intr. Pay attention to the child. In: Keba na mwana. landing v. intr. -kita v. intr. The plane lands. In Mpepo ekiti. today adv. lelo adv. Today I'm going to cook fish. In: Lelo nakolamba mbisi. also adv. mpe adv. You too! In: Yo mpe! automobile n. fem. motuka, plural: mituka n. z prep. on prep. I'll go to the
market with my mom. In: Nakokende na zando na mama. aircraft n. masc. mpepo n. coll. Photo: Mpepo ekiti. having v. tr. 1) [in possession] -flooded on v. tr. I don't have a car. In: Nazali na motuka te. 2) [receive] -zwa v. tr. The child got spanked. In: Mwana azwi mbata. 3) [is old] -goat on mibu v. tr. Mado is 18 years old.
In: Mado azali na mibu 18. Tweeter Comments provided by By the Way. How much you can use this page Page Valid XHTML 1.0 Home
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